ZIPPIN For KAMPN - HAWKSNEST ZIPLINE -

information

100% of team donations from Zipping for KAMPN (Kids with Autism Making Progress in Nature) will help to build the KAMPN Kabins at Camp Cogger. Camp Cogger is a camping program for children with autism and their families being developed in the High Country of Western Carolina.

How do I Make a Team?
You can create a team any way you like. A team can be co-workers getting together for fun or company sponsored as an incentive or reward for success. A team can be friends, neighbors, classmates, club members, social or recreational groups, sports teams or any group interested in supporting the event.

Who can participate?
A team can be no more than 10 people and can be as small as 1. Teams can have children and adults of all ages but in order to experience the zipline tour participants must be 10 years old, weigh between 70 and 250 pounds, and be able to control their speed on the zipline by raising their gloved hand above their head and demonstrate responsible control of speed by creating friction on the zipline.

How does a team help support Zipping For KAMPN and the building of the KAMPN Kabins for Camp Cogger?
Teams need to register on this site, make their own personal donations, and share their team information with others so others can also contribute to the team goal. Any amount is helpful and appreciated but minimum goals must be met to receive donated zipline tours from Hawksnest Zip Line.

How does a team participate in the zipline experience?
The main requirement is a team must raise a minimum of $850 total but we encourage teams to set their own goals as long as it is at least $850. Teams that raise $850 or more will receive a 2 hour zipline tour experience for up to 10 people from Hawksnest Zipline on the official Zipping For KAMPN event date. AppState Students $750

Why Build A Team?
Hawksnest Zip Line is donating every single dollar raised through team fundraising to KAMPN, Inc.. All funds raised stay in the High Country and go directly to provide families with children on the autism spectrum disorder a family camping experience at Camp Cogger being developed by KAMPN, Inc.. Teams have a great time on a zipline adventure and KAMPN raises much needed financial resources needed to develop Camp Cogger.

Awards will be presented in the following categories:
Team Costume* (Prize: Zipline Tour for teams at either the Hawk Tour or the Eagle Tour
Please contact Hawksnest Zipline representative (name), at 800.822.hawk or (email?) before creating your costume if you feel you need to ensure it doesn't interfere with zipline requirements or you can create costumes that can be removed prior to the ziplining tour).

Pictures will be posted and voted upon over internet
Top Individual Fundraiser (Prize: ( to be determined)
Top Team Fundraisers (Prize: ( to be determined )

We appreciate your support and participation of this worthy cause!